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Abstract
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The Roundabout (Robo) family of receptors and their Slit ligands play well-established roles in
axonal guidance, including in humans where horizontal gaze palsy with progressive scoliosis
(HGPPS) is caused by mutations in the robo3 gene. While significant progress has been made towards
understanding the mechanism by which Robo receptors establish commissural projections in the
central nervous system, less is known about how these projections contribute to neural circuits
mediating behavior. Here we report cloning of the zebrafish behavioral mutant twitch twice and show
that twitch twice encodes robo3. We demonstrate that in mutant hindbrains the axons of an identified
pair of neurons, the Mauthner cells, fail to cross the midline. The Mauthner neurons are essential for
the startle response, and in twitch twice/robo3 mutants misguidance of the Mauthner axons results
in a unidirectional startle response. Moreover, we show that twitch twice mutants exhibit normal
visual acuity but display defects in horizontal eye movements, suggesting a specific and critical role
for twitch twice/robo3 in sensory guided behavior.
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Bilateral symmetry is a property of the vertebrate nervous system which poses challenges for
the processing of sensory stimuli and motor control. Commissural fibers play a crucial role in
transferring sensory information across the midline and ensuring coordinated motor responses.
During development commissural axons are initially attracted to the ventral midline, then cross
to the contralateral side and are repelled from the midline. This switch in growth cone
responsiveness allows growth cones to utilize intermediate targets to which they are initially
attracted but then must leave to continue towards their synaptic targets (Dickson 2002; TessierLavigne & Goodman 1996 ). DCC receptors on commissural growth cones mediate the initial
attraction towards Netrin producing midline cells, while levels of Robo receptors remain low
to minimize transmission of repulsive signals triggered by Slit ligands produced by midline
cells (Kidd et al. 1998; Long et al. 2004). After midline crossing, growth cones express the
Robo receptor, which suppresses signaling through the DCC receptor and makes the growth
cone Slit responsive, thereby causing repulsion away from the midline (Kidd et al. 1998; Long
et al. 2004). In the mouse, robo3 is required for axons to cross the midline (Sabatier et al.
2004), and analysis of alternative splice variants reveals that Robo3.1 is critical for silencing
* Email: granatom@mail.med.upenn.edu ; phone: 215−8982745 ; fax: 215−8989871.
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Slit repulsion as growth cones approach the midline, while Robo3.2 acts after midline crossing
with Robo1 and Robo2 to expel growth cones from the midline (Chen et al. 2008).
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Much of our understanding of the role of Robo receptors in vertebrate neural circuit formation
has been obtained from studies of commissural axon guidance. However little is known about
the behavioral function of neural circuits in which commissural neurons participate. This is in
part because mice lacking Robo3 die a few hours after birth, precluding behavioral tests
(Sabatier et al. 2004). However mutations in the human ROBO3 gene cause horizontal gaze
palsy with progressive scoliosis (Jen et al. 2004), underlining the need for animal models in
which to study the neurological consequences of loss of ROBO3 function.
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In a genetic screen for genes required for assembling neural circuits involved in motor behavior,
we identified a small group of mutants, including twitch twice, with no discernable
morphological phenotype but which respond to tactile or vibrational stimuli by repeatedly
performing turns towards the same side (Granato et al. 1996). Here we report on the molecular
identification of the twitch twice gene and show that it encodes zebrafish robo3. twitch twice/
robo3 null mutants display defects in the guidance of commissural hindbrain neurons,
including the Mauthner neuron. We demonstrate that these guidance defects cause a
unidirectional startle response and movement deficits specific to a subset of locomotor
behaviors. Finally twitch twice/robo3 mutants also exhibit specific defects in the coordination
of horizontal eye movements. Thus, twitch twice/robo3 mutants provide a valuable model in
which to examine neurological impairments in HGPPS as well as motor behavior deficits
caused by the loss of Robo3 function.

Materials and Methods
Fish Maintenance
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Zebrafish (Danio rerio) strains used in this study were twttw204 and twttx209 alleles of twitch
twice, maintained on a mixed TLF and Tubingen background. The twttw204 and twttx209 mutant
alleles appeared to be equally penetrant and were therefore both used for anatomical and
behavioral characterization. Although about 10% of homozygotes develop swim bladders, all
mutants die by 14 dpf presumably as the balance and motor deficits disrupt feeding. Enhancer
or gene trap j1229a that expresses GFP in reticulospinal neurons including the Mauthner cells
was identified in an enhancer/gene trap screen. The tol2 gene trap plasmid T2KSAG
(Kawakami et al. 2004) was coinjected with tol2 transposase mRNA. Embryos with any GFP
positive cells were reared to adult stages and their progeny were screened for specific
expression patterns. Single insert lines were obtained by multiple generations of outcrossing
and monitored by Q-RT-PCR. Once a single insert line was established, we used Tail-PCR
(Parinov et al. 1999) to identify the genomic insertion site, at chr11:9,246,478 bp (ZV7
assembly). This location was confirmed by co-segregation of the reticulospinal expression
pattern with PCR-based markers specific to the transposon in its insertion site (see
http://www.genetics.wustl.edu/fish_lab/tol2/alleles/j1229a/j1229a.html). The j1229a
insertion is not in or near an obvious gene, and thus, the underlying molecular basis for its
reticulospinal expression pattern is obscure.
Embryos were collected in the morning and thereafter maintained on a 14/10 hour light/dark
cycle at 28°C unless otherwise noted. Larvae were raised in 6 cm plastic Petri dishes at a density
of 20−30 per 7 mL in E3 medium (5 mM NaCl, 0.17m mM KCl, 0.33 mM CaCl2, 0.33 mM
MgSO4) with medium changes at 2 dpf (days post fertilization) and 4 dpf. Behavioral
experiments were conducted on 5−7 dpf.
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Recombination Mapping and Molecular Cloning
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A three generation mapping cross between twttw204 heterozygous and WIK fish was generated,
and pools of 25 F2 mutant and 25 F2 sibling larvae were collected in the F2 generation and
used for bulk segregant mapping. Mutant larvae were identified by visible abnormalities in the
behavioral response to an acoustic or tactile startle stimulus, with larvae repeatedly bending to
the same side, losing rhythmic left-right alternating tail movements (Granato et al. 1996) and
failing to retain an upright posture throughout the response (see Results). For identifying the
mutation, Robo3 cDNA was amplified in two fragments from 5 or 6 dpf larvae by RT-PCR,
with primer design using Primer3 (Rozen & Skaletsky 2000). RT-PCR was carried out using
the Access RT-PCR kit (Promega, Madison, WI) with 70 pmol of each primer and 500 ng of
total mRNA prepared using TRIzol Reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the
manufacturer's protocol. For 5−6 dpf larvae, we used 20 μL TRIzol per larva. Control reactions
containing no RNA or no reverse transcriptase were also performed. The primers for the 5'
fragment were 5'-TTTAGGGGACTGTTTGTCCG and 5'-AATCTCGTACTCGGTGCCTTT
and the primers for the 3' fragment were 5-GTCGCAGTACATCCAGGGTT and 5'TTCCGAATGAAAACAGAGGG. RT-PCR conditions were 48 °C for 45 min; 94 °C for 2
min; and then 5 cycles of 94 °C for 45 s, touchdown at 60 °C to 55 °C for 45 s, and 68 °C for
150 s; and then 40 cycles of 94 °C for 45 s, 55 °C for 45 s, and 68 °C for 150 s. Products were
gel-purified and cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega, Madison, WI) for sequencing. After
comparing sequence derived from fragments cloned from mutant and sibling larvae, mutations
were verified by repeating the RT-PCR on fresh pools of mutant and sibling larvae and directly
sequencing gel-purified cDNA. All nucleotide numbers for robo3 refer to the Genbank mRNA
sequence AF337036 (Robo3var1).
PCR Genotyping Twitch twice
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We developed a dCAPS assay (Neff et al. 2002) using the dCAPS program
(http://helix.wustl.edu/dcaps/dcaps.html) for genotyping both twitch twice alleles. For
genotyping the twttx209 allele (C583T mutation) the primer pair is 5'GAGCCTGCAACTTTGAACTG and 5'-CACACGTACACGCCTTCATC. PCR is
performed using 0.5 μM primers in RAPD buffer, using conditions: 94°C for 3 min then 3
cycles of 94°C for 45 s, touchdown 60 °C to 57 °C for 45s, 72 °C for 15s, then 37 cycles of 94
°C for 45s, 57°C for 45s, 72 °C for 15s. The PCR product is then digested with FokI. The
wildtype allele remains uncleaved at 194 bp, while the mutant allele is digested producing a
160 bp fragment which can be distinguished on a 3% agarose gel containing 2% Metaphor
agarose (Lonza, Rockland, ME). For genotyping the twttw204 allele (TC2099AA mutation),
the primer pair is 5'-TGGTGGTCTATCAGCATCTCC and 5'CGGAGATGTTTGCTGTGTAGTT. PCR is performed as above and the product is digested
with Eco57I. The wildtype allele is cleaved and contains a 160 bp fragment, while the mutant
allele remains uncut at 194 bp. This protocol was used both for genotyping twitch twice adults
and for genotyping larvae before the behavioral phenotype is manifest at 5 dpf.
Immunohistochemistry
To produce anti-Robo3 antisera, we subcloned a fragment of the robo3 cDNA encoding a 125
amino acid peptide predicted to be part of the Robo3 intracellular domain (amino acids 1142
to 1267, see Figure 1C) into the PRSET vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) in frame with a
6HIS tag. This was transformed in BL21DE3RIL bacteria (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and
protein expression was induced with 1.0 mM IPTG. Bacteria were pelleted and resuspended
in 10 mM Tris pH 8.0, 100 mM NaH2PO4, 8M Urea for lysis. Tagged protein was then purified
on a NiNTA column using the manufacturer's denaturing protocol. Fractions containing the
expressed protein were dialyzed into 4M Urea. These were then sent for immunization into
rabbits (Prosci Inc, Poway, CA). Bleeds were tested using wholemount immunostaining and
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western blot from protein extracts of 24 hpf larvae. One bleed showed faint signs of reactivity,
but high background. We therefore coupled the 6HIS tagged peptide to an Affigel-10 (BioRad,
Hercules, CA) immunoaffinity column using the manufacturer's protocol and absorbed the
antisera to the column. We eluted with 0.1 M glycine pH 2.5 and pooled the most concentrated
fractions for immunostaining. Purified anti-Robo3 was diluted 1:100 in PBS and pre-absorbed
to fixed embryos at 4°C overnight. For immunostaining, 10% normal goat serum and 0.5%
Triton X-100 were added pre-absorbed antibody. Larvae were for 3 hours at 4 °C in 4%
paraformaldehyde with 1% DMSO, treated with 1 mg/mL collagenase for 6 minutes and
blocked for 30 minutes with 10% fetal bovine serum in PBS. Other antibodies used were GFP
JL-8 (1:100 dilution, Clontech, Mountain View, CA) and 3A10 (1:50, (Hatta 1992), kind gift
of Dr. T. Jessell). Primary antibodies were detected by AlexaFluor488 or AlexaFluor594
conjugated secondary antibodies (1:200, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) or biotinylated anti-mouse
antibody with the color reaction performed using the Vectorstain ABC kit (Vector
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA). Images were acquired with a Leica LCS confocal microscope
and a Zeiss Axioplan microscope.
Behavioral Assays
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All behavioral measurements were made with the Flote software package (Burgess & Granato
2007a; b ). Briefly, this software performs tracking of larvae filmed in groups of up to 30 larvae,
then performs automated analysis of body curvature on each larva to extract kinematic details
of swimming movements. Discrete locomotor movements are identified using kinematic
features. In all experiments, larvae were pre-adapted to the intensity of light in the testing arena
for at least 3 hours. Video recordings were initiated 2 minutes after moving larvae to the testing
arena in order to allow sufficient time for locomotor activity to stabilize (Burgess & Granato
2007a). All video recordings were made with a Motionpro high speed camera (Redlake,
Tucson, AZ) 512×512 pixel resolution, using a 50 mm macro lens at 1000 frames per second
unless otherwise noted. Experiments were carried out at 26−28°C.
Behavioral analysis of twitch twice larvae is complicated by the frequency with which they fail
to assume a vertical orientation in the water, instead falling toward one side. When filmed from
above, the initial flexion of the body is therefore toward or away from the camera, not detectable
with this recording configuration. However, larvae which fail to maintain a vertical orientation
show only a single eye to the camera (Fig. 4a), allowing us to exclude these larvae from analysis.
In addition, larvae already engaged in locomotion at the beginning of a video recording were
excluded from analysis, as were larvae initiating movement in the last 20 ms, as insufficient
frames remain to determine the typed of motor pattern being initiated.
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Stationary balance was measured by taking a one minute video (1 frame/s), with illumination
provided by an array of 80 infrared LEDs (940 nm peak; ILED-8, AllElectronics, Van Nuys,
CA), mounted 75 mm below the testing arena. A dorsally positioned light was provided (300
μW/cm2) although it is not clear that young larvae actually use this information for vertical
orientation. Larvae with balance deficits were detected by their horizontal posture as described
above. For each group, the percentage of observations of larvae with a horizontal posture was
calculated.
Dark Flash responses were measured by pre-adapting larvae to 300μW/cm2 white light before
moving them to the testing arena. In the testing arena, illumination was provided by an array
of six white LEDs (Jameco Electronics, 320531, Belmont, CA) adjusted to 300μW/cm2 using
GamColor neutral density filters (GAM, Los Angeles, CA) and controlled by a Stamp BS2sx
microcontroller (Parallax, Rocklin, CA, USA). The microcontroller simultaneously triggered
the camera to start recording a 1000 frame burst coincident with turning the light off for 1
second (a ‘dark flash’). Larvae were tested in groups of 20 per plate, with each group subjected
to a series of 8 dark flashes presented at 1 minute intervals.
Genes Brain Behav. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 September 25.
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Startle responses were elicited using either of two techniques. To measure startle
responsiveness, kinematics and balance, larvae were tested in groups of 20, using a small
vibration exciter (4810, Bruel and Kjaer, Norcross, GA), controlled by an digital-analogue card
(PCI-6221, National Instruments, Austin, TX) which also triggered the camera to collect a 120
frame (120 ms) window. All startle stimuli were 3 ms duration 1000 Hz waveforms, of variable
intensity as specified in the text, generated by custom software. Bend angle, duration and
maximal angular velocity are as previously defined (Burgess & Granato 2007a). Locomotor
balance was measured by tracking the position of the eyes for each larva during every frame
of its response to the stimulus. Wildtype larvae remain vertically oriented for at least 90% of
frames even during the vigorous movements made in response to startle stimuli. Thus responses
are scored as balanced only if both eyes can be identified in >90% of frames. In experiments
in which startle directionality was assessed, an impact ‘tap’ stimulus was delivered by a tubular
solenoid (S-63−38-H, Magnetic Sensor Systems, Van Nuys, CA), whose activation was
coordinated with the video camera using a Stamp microcontroller. Startle inducing stimuli were
delivered at 15 second intervals to minimize habituation. We excluded larvae which were
horizontally oriented at the beginning of the recording window from further analysis as these
larvae tend to lie against the bottom of the dish may receive a tactile stimulus in addition to
the acoustic stimulus. In addition we cannot effectively analyze kinematics or direction of
movement in these larvae.
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Optokinetic responses were elicited using a DLP projector (PG-M20x, Sharp, Mahwah, NJ)
following the protocol of Huang and Neuhauss (Huang & Neuhauss 2008). Larvae were
embedded in 50 μL of 3% methylcellulose on a 3 cm Petri dish with one eye facing a cylindrical
diffusion screen at a distance of 12 cm and the other eye facing a black piece of paper.
Illumination was provided with an infra-red array as described above. Using the DLP projector,
a vertical step grating (0.053 cycles/° spatial frequency) was moved in either a nasal to temporal
direction, or the reverse, at a constant velocity of either 8.3 °/s or 16.7 °/s for 4 seconds. The
grating was corrected for the curvature of screen so that the spatial frequency remained constant
across the screen. The intensity of the grating stepped from 115 μW/cm2 to 0.34 μW/cm2 .
Each larva was presented with 3 stimuli for each combination of direction and velocity (12
trials total). Software for the stimulus was written in IDL (ITT Visual Information Solutions,
Boulder, CO). Video recordings were made at 100 fps, with the start synchronized to the
initiation of the test using a microcontroller and a photodiode. Code for analysis of eye velocity
was written in IDL. First a bandpass filter was applied and local maxima in the field
(corresponding to eye centroids) found. Pixels of similar intensity to the centroid were located
and their position used as input to the Fit_Ellipse routine (courtesy of David Fanning,
www.dfanning.com) to find the orientation of the major axis of the fitted ellipse. The
orientation time series was smoothed using a boxcar function (width 21 points) and the angular
velocity of eye rotations was measured by finding the gradient of the linear fit to the interval
between the end of the first second of stimulation and the first saccade (if any). Optokinetic
gain was calculated as the ratio of the angular velocity of eye movement to the angular velocity
of the stimulus. The relatively low gains reported here are consistent with results derived by
other groups using monocular stimulation in larval zebrafish (Beck et al. 2004 ; Qian et al.
2005). Circuit diagrams and software will be provided upon request.
Statistical Analyses
All statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 14.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). Where
appropriate, P values were subjected to Bonferroni correction to maintain alpha of 0.05. Graphs
show mean and standard error except where otherwise noted.
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Results
Molecular cloning of twitch twice
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Using recombination mapping, we mapped the twitch twice locus to a 1.7 cM interval between
two simple sequence length polymorphic markers, z531 (4/254 recombinants) and z9574
(6/248 recombinants) on chromosome 10 (Fig. 1a). Several mRNAs and ESTs had previously
been mapped to this interval, including Robo3. Sequencing of robo3 cDNAs isolated from
twttw204 mutant larvae revealed two adjacent nucleotide changes, T2099A and C2100A,
introducing a premature stop codon predicted to truncate the protein in the first fibronectin
repeat of the extracellular domain (Fig. 1b,c). We then amplified and sequenced cDNAs from
the twttx209 allele and found a C583T nonsense mutation, predicted to truncate Robo3 in the
first immunoglobin repeat at amino acid 58, thereby generating a presumptive null allele (Fig.
1b,c). Thus, sequence analysis identified premature stop codons in two independent twitch
twice alleles, demonstrating that the twitch twice phenotype is caused by mutations in the
robo3 gene.
Mauthner cell pathfinding defects in twitch twice/robo3
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Previous studies demonstrated that zebrafish Robo3 is expressed in regions of the hindbrain
consistent with the position of differentiating reticulospinal neurons (Challa et al. 2001; Lee
et al. 2001); (Challa et al. 2005). In mice lacking Robo3, commissural spinal cord and hindbrain
axons fail to cross the midline because they become prematurely Slit responsive (Sabatier et
al. 2004). To determine the role of twitch twice/robo3 in zebrafish midline guidance, we
examined the axonal trajectory of identified hindbrain neurons, the Mauthner cells, a pair of
large reticulospinal neurons which project to the contralateral spinal cord starting at 17 hpf
(Fig. 2a). Immunohistochemistry with the 3A10 antibody revealed a dramatic Mauthner cell
pathfinding defect in a subset of mutants. In these larvae, one Mauthner axon, instead of
traversing the ventral midline, projects ipsilaterally to the spinal cord (Fig. 2b). In rare
instances, both Mauthner axons project ipsilaterally to the spinal cord (Fig. 2c). No instances
of Mauthner pathfinding defects were observed in wildtype sibling larvae (n=312). The
Mauthner pathfinding defect in twitch twice/robo3 mutants is temperature sensitive, with 48%
(73/153) of the larvae displaying the phenotype when raised at 22°C for the first 24 hours post
fertilization, dropping to 19% (13/68) when raised at 28°C over the same period (Fisher's exact
test p<0.001). At 24°C, 37.3% of larvae have a single Mauthner axon defect and 10.5% have
a double ipsilateral projection, consistent with the probability of a misprojection being
independent for the two cells. Commissural pathfinding defects are not restricted to Mauthner
axons. In wildtype sibling larvae, the 3A10 antibody reveals a ladder of seven commissural
tracts in the caudal hindbrain (Lorent et al. 2001) (Fig. 2d). In twitch twice/robo3 larvae, the
hindbrain commissures are disorganized, defasciculated and frequently merge. However,
unlike in space cadet mutants (Lorent et al. 2001), the morphology of the axon cap is normal
(Fig. 2e).
robo3 Expression in Commissural Axons
To examine the expression of Robo3 protein as commissural axons cross the midline, we raised
polyclonal antibodies against zebrafish Robo3. Immunohistochemical staining with this
antibody reveals a ladder of commissures in the hindbrain of 48 hpf wildtype sibling larvae
(Fig. 3a). Commissure staining is absent in twitch twice mutants, demonstrating the specificity
of the antibody for Robo3 (Fig. 3b). Next we examined wildtype larvae at 18 hpf, when
Mauthner axons approach the ventral midline. In order to identify Mauthner axons, we used a
transgenic line with early GFP expression in the Mauthner cell (Miyashita et al. 2004). Double
staining with anti-GFP and anti-Robo3 antibodies revealed accumulation of Robo3 protein on
the growth cones of Mauthner cells before they reached the ventral midline (Fig. 3c). This is
consistent with the role of Robo3 in mouse, where expression on pre-crossing commissural
Genes Brain Behav. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2009 September 25.
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axons renders them insensitive to Slit, thereby enabling these growth cones to approach and
cross the ventral midline .
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Startle responses in twitch twice/robo3 mutant larvae
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In fish the Mauthner cell plays a central role in controlling startle responses (Eaton et al.
1981 ; Kimmel et al. 1980 ; Liu & Fetcho 1999). We therefore examined the startle response
in twitch twice/robo3 mutant larvae. We noticed that whereas normal larvae remain vertically
oriented in the water column, twitch twice/robo3 larvae often lay on their side at the bottom of
the dish when stationary and frequently rolled over during the startle response, suggesting a
balance impairment (Fig. 4a). Measurement of this phenotype demonstrated that mutant larvae
show a significantly higher incidence of poor balance in the absence of stimulation (n=5 groups
each genotype, t-test p=0.006 ; Fig. 4b). Wildtype sibling larvae maintain a vertical posture
throughout the startle response (supplementary movie 1a). In contrast, mutant larvae roll during
the course of the response (supplementary movie 1b). As wildtype larvae occasionally tilt
briefly during the startle response, we set a threshold for normal responses as being those where
the fish remained upright for more than 90% of the frames analyzed. Based on this criterion,
94.6% ± 0.4% of wildtype sibling startle responses were upright, compared to only 55.6% ±
1.7% of mutant startles (n=5 groups per phenotype, t-test p=0.003 ; Fig. 4c). Wildtype larvae
respond to a sudden decrease in illumination (‘Dark Flash’) by performing a slow turn in which
the head and tail of the larvae almost touch (‘O-bend’), followed by a counterbend and bout
of swimming (Burgess & Granato 2007a). Mutants are also unstable during responses to Dark
Flash stimuli with only 68.5% ± 6.9% of mutant O-bends maintaining an upright posture
compared to 96.2% ± 1.9% of responses in wildtype siblings (n=5 groups per phenotype, t-test
p=0.01). Thus twitch twice/robo3 larvae have impaired balance, leading to abnormal rolling
during vigorous locomotor responses.
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We have previously shown that zebrafish larvae show two stereotyped modes of response to
acoustic startle stimuli (Burgess & Granato 2007b). One mode of response occurs at very short
latency to the stimulus (less than 15 ms) and is initiated with an explosive C-bend of the body
(short latency C-start or ‘SLC’ response). The second type of response occurs at a longer
latency (mean 28 ms) and has less vigorous kinematic properties (long latency C-start or ‘LLC’
response). Moreover, SLC responses are the classic Mauthner mediated startle response of
teleost fish, while LLC responses are Mauthner independent. To determine whether SLC and/
or LLC behavior depend on the neural circuitry established by Robo3 guidance, we tested
responsiveness to acoustic/vibrational stimuli. twitch twice/robo3 mutants showed almost
identical SLC responsiveness when compared to wildtype sibling larvae (two-way ANOVA,
no effect of genotype F[1,16]=2.1, p=0.16 ; Fig. 4d). However, mutants showed a quantitative
reduction in LLC responsiveness (two-way ANOVA, main effect of genotype F[1,16]=7.9,
p=0.012 ; Fig. 4e). LLC responses are mediated by the otoliths of the inner ear, and are also
required for balance. Otoliths are normal in twitch twice/robo3 fish, thus the impairment in
both balance and LLC responsiveness suggests that stato-acoustic afferents are impaired in
twitch twice/robo3.
In twitch twice/robo3 mutants, one of the two Mauthner axons frequently fails to cross the
midline and instead projects to the ipsilateral side to the spinal cord. Thus, one side of the spinal
cord receives a double innervation of Mauthner axons, while the other side receives no such
input. We therefore hypothesized that in such single ipsilateral twitch twice mutants, SLC
responses should be selectively lateralized. To test this, we first sorted larvae according to their
Mauthner cell phenotype, using the 1229a enhancer trap line with GFP expression in 4 dpf
Mauthner cells and axons (data not shown). Individual larvae were then tested with a series of
acoustic/vibrational stimuli delivered to the side of the Petri dish by a solenoid (Burgess &
Granato 2007b). Wildtype larvae and twitch twice/robo3 mutants in which both Mauthner
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axons crossed the midline showed no directional bias to SLC responses with close to 50% of
responses being made in a rightward direction (Fig. 4f). In contrast, twitch twice/robo3 mutants
in which the left Mauthner axon projected together with the right Mauthner axon to the left
spinal cord, showed almost exclusively leftward SLC responses (3.3±1.7% of responses were
rightward, one sample t-test versus 50%, p<0.001). Similarly, in mutants where the right
Mauthner axon projected ipsilaterally, SLC responses were almost entirely rightward (98.6 ±
1.4% of responses rightward, one-sample t-test versus 50%, p<0.001). In the rare mutants
where both Mauthner axons failed to cross, SLC responses showed no directional bias,
reflecting the fact that both sides of the spinal cord received Mauthner innervation. Confirming
our previous data showing that LLC responses do not require the Mauthner cell, these responses
were initiated leftward and rightward with equal frequency in all groups (Fig. 4g). Thus
miswiring of the neural circuit mediating startle responses in twitch twice/robo3 mutants
specifically impairs the ability of the fish to generate SLC responses in both left and right
directions.
Kinematic Defects in twitch twice/robo3
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To examine in more detail the behavioral defects observed in twitch twice/robo3 mutants, we
analyzed the kinematic properties of the first C-bend and counterbend of responses made to
acoustic and visual stimuli (Table 1). The kinematic properties of SLC startle responses made
by twitch twice/robo3 mutants to acoustic stimuli were indistinguishable from wildtype sibling
larvae (Fig. 5a, Table 1). In contrast LLC responses to acoustic startle stimuli were
characterized by an extended duration of the first C-bend and reduced angular velocity of the
counter-bend such that larvae appear to perform a single ‘twitch’ in response to the stimulus
(Fig. 5b ; Table 1). Mutant larvae show similar responsiveness to Dark Flash stimuli (siblings
93.2% ± 2.7%, mutants 84.8% ± 3.5% ; n=5 groups each ; t-test p=0.092). However O-bend
responses to Dark Flash stimuli were affected in a similar fashion to LLC responses in that the
duration of the initial C-bend was greatly extended and the counter-bend performed at reduced
angular velocity (Fig. 5c ; Table 1). In addition, the angular velocity of the initial C-bend was
reduced. As for LLC responses, the effect was to produce a ‘twitch’ response to the stimulus
(supplementary movie 2a and 2b). The lack of an impairment in the kinematics of SLC
responses suggests that muscle function is not impaired in mutants and that ‘long slow’
kinematics of LLC and O-bend responses reflect deficits in neural circuits generating these
responses.
Failure to Coordinate Horizontal Eye Movements in twitch twice/robo3
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The ROBO3 gene has been implicated in the human neurological disorder horizontal gaze palsy
with progressive scoliosis (Jen et al. 2004). In HGPPS, patients show a near complete absence
of all horizontal gaze reflexes (Bosley et al. 2005). We therefore asked whether zebrafish
robo3 mutants recapitulated this phenotype. Horizontal eye movements can be evoked in
zebrafish larvae by eliciting the optokinetic response (OKR) to a horizontally moving grating
(Fig. 6a) (Clark 1981; Easter & Nicola 1997).
First, we tested the response of the eye facing the optokinetic stimulus. When tested with a
moving grating moving from the temporal to nasal direction twitch twice/robo3 mutants and
siblings showed an almost identical ability to track the grating under both low and high angular
velocity stimulus conditions (two-way ANOVA, no effect of genotype F[1,56]=0.22, p=0.64 ;
main effect of stimulus velocity F[1,56]=4.3, p=0.044 ; Fig. 6b). Thus, similar to the situation
in HGPPS patients, horizontal eye movements are not overly impaired in zebrafish robo3
mutants. Lateral eyed, afoveate animals including zebrafish less effectively track stimuli
moving in the nasal to temporal (NT) direction (Qian et al. 2005;Roeser & Baier 2003 ).
Consistent with this, we found that in wildtype sibling fish the optokinetic gain for NT stimuli
was reduced by 50% when compared to temporal to nasal stimulation. In contrast, gain was
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reduced by almost 90% in twitch twice/robo3 mutants such that mutants showed a significantly
lower gain than siblings for NT stimuli (main effect of genotype, F[1,56]=55.7, p<0.001 ; Fig.
6b).
Next we examined movements of the unstimulated eye during the OKR. Stimulation of one
eye during the optokinetic response triggers lower gain but same-direction movements by the
unstimulated eye (Qian et al. 2005 ; Rinner et al. 2005). We found that coordinated rotation
of the unstimulated eye was greatly reduced in mutants compared to sibling larvae (ANOVA,
main effect of genotype F[1,56]=10.9, p=0.002 ; Fig. 6c). As the stimulated eye has a normal
OKR response, it is unlikely that twitch twice/robo3 has reduced visual acuity or a motor deficit.
Rather, the poor response of the unstimulated eye likely represents a failure to transmit signals
for motor control to the opposite side of the brain.

Discussion

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Here we demonstrate that two alleles of the twitch twice mutant contain nonsense mutations
in the robo3 gene. One allele of twitch twice/robo3 harbors a rare double mutation in
neighboring base pairs. While ENU usually induces single nucleotide mutations, changes in
adjacent base pairs have been reported (Douglas et al. 1995). Mutations in both alleles are
predicted to truncate Robo3 in the extracellular domain thereby acting as null alleles. We show
that robo3 is required for midline guidance of commissural axons in zebrafish and demonstrate
that miswiring of Mauthner cell projections leads to unidirectional initiation of the startle
response and defects in the coordinated expression of other motor behaviors.
As in mammals, four Robo receptors have been identified in zebrafish (Challa et al. 2001; Lee
et al. 2001; Park et al. 2003). The zebrafish robo2/astray gene is critical for guidance of retinal
ganglion cell and olfactory axons (Fricke et al. 2001; Miyasaka et al. 2005). Both N-terminal
and C-terminal alternative splice variants of the mouse robo3 gene have been described, with
amino terminal splice products showing differential Slit binding (Camurri et al. 2005 ; Chen
et al. 2008; Mambetisaeva et al. 2005 ; Sabatier et al. 2004 ). Similarly, the zebrafish robo3
gene produces two isoforms which vary in their amino termini. Robo3var1 is predominantly
expressed in non-neuronal cells (somites, fin bud mesenchyme) and morpholino mediated
knockdown of Robo3var1 causes defects in dorso-ventral pattering of the early embryo (Challa
et al. 2005). Robo3var2 is more restricted to neural tissues (hindbrain, spinal cord) (Challa et
al. 2005). The mutations in twitch twice affect both Robo3var1 and Robo3var2, however
maternal transcripts of robo3 are present in zebrafish (Challa et al. 2005) ; Burgess and Granato,
data not shown), and may compensate for the loss of zygotic protein, explaining the partial
penetrance of the Mauthner axon decussation defect in twitch twice/robo3 mutants.
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Robo3 is a divergent member of the Robo family (Challa et al. 2001; Lee et al. 2001) which
shares only partial sequence conservation of the CC1 and CC2 motifs, necessary for signaling
via DCC and Ena (Bashaw et al. 2000; Stein & Tessier-Lavigne 2001). The Drosophila Robo2
protein which also lacks the CC2 motif, appears to mediate a weaker response to midline Slit
and through heterodimerization, may inhibit Robo signaling (Rajagopalan et al. 2000; Simpson
et al. 2000 ). This suggests that zebrafish Robo3 may also function to block signaling through
Robo to facilitate commissural axon extension toward the midline despite the presence of Slit.
Consistent with this, we find that Robo3 protein is expressed on the growth cones of Mauthner
cells extending toward the ventral midline. Similarly, in the mouse, the Robo3.1 isoform is
expressed and functions as commissural axons approach and cross the midline to antagonize
midline Slit repulsion (Chen et al. 2008).
In humans, mutations in the ROBO3 gene cause horizontal gaze palsy with progressive
scoliosis. While we did not observe scoliosis in young larvae, this likely reflects the relatively
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late onset and progressive nature of scoliosis in patients (Bosley et al. 2005; Dretakis &
Kondoyannis 1974 ). It was not possible to examine older animals as homozygous mutant fish
die by 14 dpf. Although the neurological basis of horizontal gaze palsy in HGPPS remains
unclear, patients show a loss of brainstem commissural tracts and midline crossing defects in
long ascending medial lemniscal and descending corticospinal tracts (Bosley et al. 2005 ;
Sicotte et al. 2006). In consequence ipsilateral motor cortex is activated during motor tasks
where contralateral activation is seen in normals (Haller et al. 2008). Our finding that robo3
mutations also cause commissural fiber defects in twitch twice represents an opportunity to
analyze circuit level defects that contribute to the neuropathology of this disorder.
Behavioral deficits in twitch twice/robo3 mutants do not reflect simple deficits in sensory acuity
or motor function as fish show normal levels of sensitivity to acoustic and visual stimuli and
the initial C-bend and counterbend of SLC startle responses are similar to wildtype. Rather,
consistent with an essential role for commissural tracts in distributing sensory information to
the two sides of the nervous system and facilitating coordinated motor output, we found that
twitch twice/robo3 mutants show subtle behavioral defects in coordinating left and right motor
responses to stimuli.
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The most dramatic phenotype of twitch twice/robo3 larvae is the unidirectional initiation of
short latency startle responses to acoustic stimuli in the subset of mutants with a unilateral
Mauthner axon midline crossing defect. The teleost Mauthner cell has long been implicated in
mediating startle responses (Kimmel et al. 1980 ; Liu & Fetcho 1999; Yasargil & Diamond
1968 ; Zottoli et al. 1999 ). Zebrafish larvae exhibit two distinct modes of response to an
acoustic startle stimulus, a Mauthner-mediated explosive response initiated at short latency to
the stimulus (SLC) and a long latency, less vigorous non-Mauthner response (LLC) (Burgess
& Granato 2007b). In mutants in which one Mauthner cell fails to cross the midline, instead
projecting with the other Mauthner cell to the ipsilateral spinal cord, SLC responses are initiated
in one direction only while LLC responses remain bidirectional. As twitch twice/robo3 larvae
show a significant balance defect, we suspect that the rare instances in which responses are
made to the side receiving no Mauthner input simply represent larvae positioned upside-down,
a posture which can not be detected in our images. Robo3 therefore plays a key role in ensuring
that the neural circuit mediating the startle response is able to trigger SLC movements in both
directions.
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While the kinematics of SLC responses of mutant larvae are indistinguishable from wildtype
siblings, we find that other types of stereotyped movement are impaired. The initial C-bend
and counterbend of LLC responses to acoustic stimuli and O-bend responses to Dark Flash
stimuli have reduced angular velocity and extended response duration. This resembles a weak
‘accordion’ phenotype characterized by defects in the normal alternation of contraction of the
two sides of the tail musculature. In the bandoneon mutant, a mutation in the glycine receptor
β-subunit disrupts reciprocal inhibition required to coordinate this process (Hirata et al.
2005). The kinematic defects in twitch twice/robo3 could therefore reflect a degradation in
reciprocal inhibition at the spinal level, or alternatively arise as a result of inappropriate bilateral
activation of hindbrain locomotor circuits. Indeed Robo3 is expressed in both locations.
However as SLC responses are spared in mutants, we suspect that the locomotor phenotype
reflects disrupted communication between the two halves of the brainstem resulting in bilateral
activation of response movements. This may correspond to the intriguing finding that in
HGPPS patients, left-sided monaural stimulation triggers bilateral activation of the primary
auditory cortex rather than activation only of the contralateral side (Haller et al. 2008). The
fact that SLC responses do not show signs of bilateral activation may be a peculiarity of the
escape circuitry which safeguards against simultaneous activation of both sides of the tail
musculature by the two Mauthner cells during urgent escape responses (Faber & Korn 1978).
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As the most pronounced neurological deficit in HGPPS is the near complete absence of
horizontal gaze reflexes, we measured the optokinetic reflex to a horizontally moving grating
in twitch twice/robo3 larvae. Optokinetic defects have been described in a variety of zebrafish
mutants, including the belladonna mutant in which retinal ganglion cell axons fail to cross the
midline and project to the ipsilateral brain (Rick et al. 2000). Achiasmatic mutants show
reversed optokinetic responses, thought to reflect ipsilateral target regions incorrectly
interpreting the stimulus as having the reverse direction and driving compensatory eye
movements accordingly. In contrast, in twitch twice retinal ganglion cell axons successfully
decussate at the optic chiasm (data not shown), thus input to the central optokinetic system is
likely normal, and indeed we did not find a significant difference in optokinetic gain when the
stimulated eye was presented with a TN directed stimulus. Surprisingly though, twitch twice/
robo3 larvae show a markedly reduced response to optokinetic stimuli moving in the NT
direction.
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In frontal eyed, foveate animals, the optokinetic response is primarily mediated by the cortex,
with rapid eye movements in both TN and NT directions serving to maintain stability of the
target image on the fovea (Harris et al. 1980). However in lateral eyed, afoveate animals like
fish, optokinetic movements are produced by brainstem regions homologous to the nucleus of
the optic tract (NOT) and are less efficient at tracking NT directed stimuli (reviewed in (Huang
& Neuhauss 2008)). Evidence from mammals suggests that each NOT is activated by TN
directional stimuli at the contralateral eye and triggers horizontal rotation of both eyes away
from the stimulated eye (Collewijn 1975 ; Mustari & Fuchs 1990). Thus in order to drive eye
rotation, monocular NT stimuli must activate the ipsilateral NOT by an indirect pathway, with
information transferred back across the midline. The fact that NT stimuli inhibit the NOT
(Hoffmann & Schoppmann 1975) and the presence of spontaneously active, likely GABAergic,
neurons in the NOT which project to the contralateral NOT (Prochnow et al. 2007) suggests
the hypothesis that NT stimuli activate the ipsilateral NOT by relieving reciprocal inhibition.
Thus the reduced response of twitch twice/robo3 mutants to NT stimuli would arise from
defective midline crossing of the inhibitory connection.
The bilateral symmetry of the vertebrate brain plan imposes a need for robust lines of
communication between the two sides of the brain. Our data show that the robo3 gene plays
an important role in establishing the commissural tracts that allow the two halves of the brain
to distribute sensory stimuli and coordinate motor responses in a manner required for normal
behavior.
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Figure 1. Positional Cloning and Sequence Analysis of robo3

(a) Recombination mapping placed twitch twice between Z-markers z9574 and z531 on linkage
group 10. (b) Sequence analysis of cDNA from robo3 demonstrated nonsense mutations in
both the tw204 and tx209 alleles of twitch twice. (c) Domain structure of robo3 showing the
predicted truncated proteins generated by the mutations. The tx209 allele is predicted to
truncate robo3 at amino acid R58 in the first immunoglobulin domain (green). The tw204 allele
truncates the protein at F563 in the first fibronectin domain (orange). Also shown is the
transmembrane domain (purple), conserved roundabout motif boxes (red) and region used to
make the antibody (blue).
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Figure 2. Mauthner axons fail to cross the midline in twitch twice/robo3

Immunostaining with the 3A10 antibody in 48 hpf embryos highlights the Mauthner cell and
axons. In wildtype sibling embryos (a) both Mauthner axons cross the midline and project
caudally. In twitch twice/robo3 mutants (b,c) one or both Mauthner axons fail to cross the
midline and project to ipsilateral spinal cord. At 6 dpf, immunostaining with the 3A10 antibody
reveals a characteristic ladder of commissures (white triangles) and the axon cap of the
Mauthner cell (black triangles) in wildtype larvae (d). Commissures are disorganized in twitch
twice/robo3 mutants although the Mauthner axon cap is intact (e).
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Figure 3. robo3 is expressed in commissural axons

(a,b) Co-immunostaining of 48 hpf larvae was performed with anti-robo3 (green) and the 3A10
antibody (red) to show the Mauthner axon phenotype in wild-type sibling larvae (a) and twitch
twice/robo3 mutants (b). (c) robo3 expression in pre-crossing growth cones was analyzed by
fixing actin:GFP transgenic fish at 10 minute intervals starting at 18 somites. Anti-GFP (green)
and anti-robo3 staining colocalize demonstrating that robo3 is expressed before Mauthner
axons have crossed the midline.
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Figure 4. Startle responses are unidirectional in twitch twice/robo3 mutants with Mauthner crossing
defects

(a) Whereas wildtype sibling larvae remain vertically oriented in the water column, twitch
twice mutants frequently lie on their side at the bottom of the dish and can be automatically
recognized by the analysis software as only one eye is visible to the camera. (b) In stationary
larvae, measuring the ‘single eye’ phenotype as a surrogate for horizontal posture shows that
wildtype sibling fish very rarely adopt a horizontal posture, whereas twttw204 mutant larvae
frequently lie on their side indicating a balance defect (n=5 groups each). (c) Twitch twice/
robo3 mutants roll during startle responses. Wildtype sibling larvae remain vertically oriented
for at least 90% of the recording window. Such responses are classified as ‘Upright’. In contrast,
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twttw204 mutants show a strong tendency to roll during their startle response, with less than
60% of responses being categorized as Upright (n=5 groups each). (d) SLC startle responses
to a series of 40 acoustic stimuli at two intensities (presented in a pseudorandom order) are
elicited with similar frequency in sibling and twttw204 mutants (n=5 groups each). (e) LLC
startle responses are elicited with lower frequency in sibling and twttw204 mutants. (f) SLC
startle direction was assessed as the proportion of trials in which responses were initiated in a
rightward direction. twttw204 larvae were presorted according to Mauthner axon phenotype
(schematically depicted, n=10 larvae each set) before testing. (g) LLC startle direction was
assessed as for (f). * t-test p< 0.01 ; # one-sample t-test against 50% p<0.001.
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C-Bend kinematics are disrupted in twitch twice/robo3 mutant LLC and O-Bend responses.
Larval curvature is plotted for wildtype sibling (black, n=18−20) and twttw204 (grey, n=18−20)
responses. Response latencies vary, so curves were manually inspected and shifted so that the
beginning of each response is at the same position on the x-axis. For SLC (a) and LLC (b)
responses to an acoustic stimulus, a 50 ms interval is shown, whereas a 100 ms interval is
shown for the O-Bend response to a dark flash stimulus to accommodate the longer duration
bend and counterbend (c).
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Figure 6. Horizontal eye movements in twitch twice/robo3 mutants

(a) The optokinetic response was elicited by presenting a moving grating to one eye. Both the
stimulated eye and the unstimulated eye rotate in the same direction as the stimulus. Angular
velocity of eye movement in the stimulated eye (b) and unstimulated eye (c) was measured for
low and high angular velocity stimuli for wildtype sibling (black, n=15) and twttw204 mutant
larvae (grey, n=15). Negative angular velocity trials represent the stimulus moving in a nasal
to temporal direction, while positive angular velocity represents a temporal to nasal stimulus.
* p < 0.05.
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Table 1

Initial C-Bend

9.9 ± 0.4

9.5 ± 0.2

31.9 ± 4.9

18.5 ± 0.4

9.2 ± 0.7

86.7 ± 5.8

85.4 ± 1.9

10.1 ± 0.2

24.5 ± 0.7

7.9 ± 0.1

18.0 ± 0.6

17.7 ± 0.4

Duration (ms) Max Ang Vel (°/ms)

10.8 ± 0.6

26.6 ± 0.2

7.6 ± 0.1

Ang (°)

12.3 ± 0.3

Max Ang Vel (°/ms)

Duration (ms)

Counterbend
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tic startle and dark flash responses in twitch twice/robo3
uration and maximal angular velocity for the initial C-bend and counterbend are tabulated for sibling and
ups of 20 larvae each). SLC and LLC responses were elicited using an acoustic stimulus, while O-Bends
h.
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